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ABSTRACT

On Wireless sensor Networks, Data Transmission and Data Integrity are prominent attributes which leads to a critical issue.
Clustering is an influential and emphasized feasible factor to enhance the performance of WSN System. Data aggregation is a
paramount topic and an adapt technique in diminishing the energy consumption of sensor-nodes on WSN’s for yielding
secure and an effectual big data-aggregation. Cluster heads gathered data from the cluster members and send it to the base
station. But the data easily be conceded (compromised) by a massive attack. These attacks are more damaging if the CH is
corrupted by a malicious node playing CH role.  We proposed an Energy-Efficient Cluster Protocol for making a secured
Data-Transmission on WSN (EECP-SDT). EECP-SDT is built on a combination of Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman key
agreement protocol for secrete key generation and Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) for data integrity. We have
evaluated the performance of EECP-SDT by simulation and performs comparisons with existing algorithms in terms of
various parameters like Average Energy Consumption, Average Residual Energy, No of Nodes Alive and No. of Cluster Head
Elected. The resultant simulation not only prolong the lifetime of wireless sensor networks, but also enhance routing security
evidently.
KEYWORDS: Clustered WSN,Aggregator-Signature;  Data-Integrity;  Diffie-Hellman;

I. INTRODUCTION
Actually Sensor nodes are as usually resource

oriented and power based on WSN’s and they would
always get retrained to storage and processing reources
and they utterly differnt from traditional based
networks. Basically WSN’s must have their inherent
resource constraints and desigining limitations and
restrictions which are Low-Bandwidth, short
Communication range, limited amount of energy and
processing and storage at every SN (sensor-node).
Data-Aggregation technique being considered as a
Holy-Grail to diminish the energy consumption for
WSN’s. So still the technique has  the inherent security
issues which means attacks, data forge/alteration and
data tamperings etc.Thus, being designed a secure and
efficient data-aggreagtion methods are so paramount
for Wsn’s. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), with a

large number of cheap, small and highly constrained
sensor nodes sense the physical world [1], has very
broad application prospects [2] both in military and
civilian usage, including military target tracking and
surveillance [3], animal habitats monitoring [4],
biomedical health monitoring [5] [6], critical facilities
tracking [7].  Due to the remarkable advantages,
comprehensive attention has been devoted to WSNs
[8], and a number of schemes have been presented [9]
[10] [11] [12] [13].

In 1984, Shamir introduced the identity-based
(ID-based) cryptography [14], which eases the key
management problem by eliminating public key
certificates. In an ID-based cryptography, the user’s
public key is easily generated from this user’s any
unique identity information (e.g. the serial number, a
mobile phone number, an email address, etc), which is
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assumed to be publicly known. A trusted third party,
called the private key generator, generates and issues
secretly the corresponding private keys for all users
using a master secret key. Therefore, in an Identity-
Based AS (Aggregate-Signature), verification
algorithm only involves the signature pair, some public
parameters and the identity information of signer,
without using an additional certificate.

In 2003, Boneh et al. introduced an
Aggregation-signature-scheme that compresses
multiple signatures created by various users on various
messages into a single-short aggreagate signature.The
aggregate-signature’s validity will be equvalent to the
validity of each signature that uses to create the
Aggregate-Signature. Whereby, the aggreagate-
signature’s validity, if and only if an every individual
signer obviously signed on its original message with
respectively. And combining the highlights of
aggregate signature scheme and ID-based
cryptography, we give an Identity-Based AS
(Aggregate-Signature) scheme for WSNs in cluster-
based method. The adversary in our security model has
the capability to launch any coalition attacks.

The rest of the paper is prepared as follows. In
the following section, we introduce some related work
about aggregate signature schemes. In section II,
overview of secure clustering algorithms and attack, In
section III, System Model And Security Model, Section
IV provides the Energy Efficient Cluster Formation
Protocol for secure data transmission in Wireless
Sensor Networks, In section V, simulation and results,
Finally, Section VI is the conclusions.
II. OVERVIEW OF SECURE
CLUSTERING  ALGORITHMS AND
ATTACKS IN WSN

Cluster topology is a very prominent one in
wsn. At this topolgy, the BS which gatherd data from
various sensor nodes and it will be the accessed point
where the end-user can access the data which collected
by it. It is a fixed one which is a farther one from their
nodes. Actually, the BS would not have any constraints
as compared to rest of nodes in the topology and it
maintains large volume of data and processing  the data
and it can be acted as a huge repository. And from each
and every cluster, one of the node selects as CH which
plays a gateway among those sensor nodes and the BS.

The CH accomplishing all kind of
functionalities which holds among the sensor nodes and
the BS, the operations should be like passing
instructions to the Cluster members and accumalating
the data before passing it to the BS. In some cases it
should be the SINK for the cluster nodes and BS will
be the SINK for the CH’s. Upon a  cluster topology the
member node sends and receives the data to and from
its CH. The CH’s of various Clusters should
communicate among themselves for passing the data to
the BS.

A. SECURE CLUSTERING
ALGORITHMS

Basically in all clustering methods security
and reliabiity phases of clustering and selection of CH
have been drawn a good modesty attention so far. On
the one hand, there are  so many papers which surveys
the security solutions applied on wireless sensor
networks, e.g. [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24].
These papers detail the common security issues in
sensor networks,  such as  authentication, intrusion
detection, secure routing, secure data aggregation, etc.
However, none of these papers address the issue of
secure building and data transmission in particular.

On the other side, some papers, e.g. [25], [26],
handle  the puzzle  of secure clustering and secure CH
selection at sensor networks which being focused  on
issues like dynamic key change, complexity, cluster
head election criteria, and so on. Regrettably, the latter
papers could not consider the security routing aspects
of clustering [23]. By the proposed criteria we probed
the existing secure clustering algorithms for WSN
since its  so easy to validate them.
SLEACH

A familiar LEACH Protocol is a secured
version that built by the aid of SLEACH. SLEACH
should avert an intruder node to pass a falsified data
messages and stops sink-hole,selective-forwarding and
Hello-Flooding attacks.But it never guarantees its
confientiality and availabilty.
SS-LEACH

SS-LEACH is another one which delivers
securitry and its so energy effectual/potent. It enhances
the network capacity by progressing the patterns of
selecting CH’s and builds dynamic multipaths CH’s
chains to passing the data to the BS.
ESODR

In ESODR, the computational complexity
would low and got good efficiency and scalability but it
bother from the dynamic clustering nature of the
network. In addition, it needs more memory sizing
capcity  to store both the encryption key and the hash
digest.
SecLEACH

SSecLEACH is an improvement flake of
SLEACH. It is a protocol for securing node-to-node
communication on  LEACH- based networks. It
introduces  symmetric key and one-way hash chain to
yield different performance numbers on efficiency and
security depends on its various parameter values.
RLEACH

LEACH is attempting  to apply random
pairwise key (RPK) scheme/ formula by RLEACH.
RLEACH must have the stature to defend the attacks
such as selective forwarding, sybil and hello flooding.
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neighbour cluster which is having more
residual energy.

Else
Cluster member is acting as a malicious

node simply dicard the node
9. Report Send to BS and BS send ACK msg to CH
then Data is Collected from Cluster members

and send to CH.
10. CH aggregate collected data
and aggregated Data is Transmit to
the BS.
IV. Energy-Efficient Cluster Protocol
for making a secured Data-
Transmission on WSN

In this section the proposed protocol,
Energy-Efficient Cluster Protocol for making a
secured Data-Transmission on WSN is explained.
This concept is based on a mixture of two
approaches: the primary one is the Elliptic Curve
Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol for secrete
key exchange and the second one is the HMAC. To
explain our proposal, a set of assumptions are
specified as follows.

 The studied place is a WSN, in which sensor
nodes are homogeneous in terms of process
capacity, communication, energy and storage.
 However, BS is assumed to possess a
limitless resource capability, trustworthy and

answerable for the configuration of the
nodes before the WSN deployment.
 In this study, an attacker is supposed to be
passive or active throughout the operation of the
network. BS and therefore the sensor nodes are
now not mobile.

A. An Overview of Proposed Algorithm
The proposed protocol works based on the

following pairwise keys: (i) shared between base
station and cluster head  (ii) shared between cluster
head and cluster participants which form the same
cluster. These keys are solely used for
secure/impenetrable communications throughout the
steady-state phase, both between BS and CH or
between the CH and the member node. In fact, the
keys are placed dynamically in the course of the
Configuration phase. For safety reasons, the keys are
renewed at evey round. However the establishment of
these keys in the proposed protocol depends soley on
ECDH.

The proposed protocol performs in three
phases. The first one is initialization phase in which
every sensor node SN is preloaded with a keys
alongside with its pairs. In other words, this key will
be used during the Configuration phase for the round
0. It is shared between all deployed nodes and BS.
Generally, the global key is used for encrypting
messages (for example, the broadcast message sent
by BS to announce a new round) or to compute a
HMAC. As a security measure, this key is renewed
during the formation of clusters in the next phase. In

the second phase (i.e. Configuration phase), the CHs
are elected and clusters are formed where each CH
broadcasts an announcement to neighboring nodes
inviting them to be participants of its cluster in a
secure/invulnerable manner. Thus, the pairwise keys
are generated at some stage in this phase. The final
phase is the steady-state phase in which data
accumulated through the single nodes is transmitted
to CHs which will in their turns forward them to BS.
We point out that only the two final phases (i.e.
Configuration phase and Stable-state phase) are
repeated at every round. In Proposed algorithm, the
messages exchanged are encrypted, and consequently
the confidentiality of messages is assured.
B. Detailed description steps for Proposed
Protocol

The Proposed algorithm is divided into three
phases, namely:

1. Initialization phase
This phase is ensured with the aid of  BS.

During this phase, BS generates unique id for all
nodes using a keyed one-way hash function H, and
stores them at its level. BS generates ECC key pairs
for each sensor node in the network, then it generates
its ECC key pair for base station and also Each node
is preloaded by ECC key pair. BS selects a key out of
the set S, and then preloads it in all sensor nodes.
After the WSN deployment, every node in the
network can use this key to encrypt and decrypt
messages exchanged or to calculate a HMAC. Note
that the key can be regarded as a global key that will
be used during the Configuration phase of the round
p.
2.  Configuration phase

This phase  begins with the announcement
of a new round via BS.  By the three parameters such
as distance from BS, residual energy and
concentration. I should select the CH with the
assistance /aid of Fuzzy logic mechanism. Only
legitimate / professional nodes that have key, can
decrypt and verify the validity of the HMAC. Once a
simple node turns into CH, then this node encrypts
CH identity , generates a HMAC and sends this data
to BS. When BS receives the message of CH and if
the HMAC is valid, the CH and BS establish the key
using ECDH. After that, the CH encrypts a
notification message adv and generates a HMAC by
using a key. Then, it broadcasts this data and its CH
public key to the set of nodes. The node receives the
notification message, and soley the legitimate node
that can decrypt adv, and decides his belonging to a
cluster. Next, this legitimate node sends an encrypted
message join_req and its node public key to CH
chosen to inform of this decision. When CH receives
the message join_req and if the HMAC is valid, the
member node and CH establish the key pair. After the
clusters formation, BS sends to each CH global key of
the subsequent round. Each CH creates a TDMA
schedule and sends to each member node a time slot
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course of  which it can transmit its data. Thus, the CH
sends the global key of the  subsequent round.
However, the time slots and the global key for the
subsequent round are encrypted by the key pair CH
and Cluster member.
3. Stable-state phase

During this phase, a member node sends to
its CH data containing the captured value, in an
encrypted manner. The collects data from all
individuals  of the cluster and transmits to BS after
aggregation. BS decrypts the data and verifies the
validity of the HMAC, in the advantageous case it
accepts the aggregated data, otherwise it refuses this
data.
V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Simulation of the WSN and its performance
evaluation of following parameters have diagnosed

and developed on NS2. The sensor nodes have been
deployed randomly in a sensor-field in the range of
1000 ×1000 sqm.

 Average Residual Energy
 No of Nodes Alive.
 No of Cluster Head Elected.
 Average Energy Consumption

Fig-2: No. of nodes Vs Average Residual Energy

In the above Fig-2, Average Residual Energy, as deployed and enhancement of every 25 nodes EECP-SDT
is showing better performance when compared with existing protocols are getting diminished.

Fig-3: No. of nodes Vs Average Energy Consumption

In the above Fig-3, Average Energy Consumption, as deployed and enhancement of every 25 nodes
EECP-SDT is showing better performance when compared with existing protocols are getting increased.
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Fig-4: No. of Nodes Alive Vs Simulation Time

In the above Fig-4, No. of Nodes Alive with respect
to the  Simulation Time. For the increase in
simulation time, total number of nodes alive in

EECP-SDT is higher than that of existing algorithms
which results in long span of network lifetime.

Fig-5: No. of CHs elected Vs Simulation Time

In the above Fig-5, the No. of cluster heads elected
with respect to the simulation time. The proposed
EECP-SDT produces more stable number of cluster
heads with long alive nodes than the existing
algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
ENHANCEMENT

In this paper, we have focused on the security
of cluster- based routing protocols for WSN by
proposing an Energy-Efficient-Cluster Formation
Protocol for securing Data-Transmission on WSN
(EECP-SDT). The proposed protocol is based on a
combination of two main approaches; the primary one
is the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key
agreement protocol for generation of shared secrete
and the second one is the HMAC approach for data
integity. The proposed protocol improves the security
when compared with the earlier protocols which ensure
only basic security requirements. Proposed one is
robust against attacks compared with existing protocol.
Its so worthy and valuable to note that proposed
method would less the energy consumption in WSN’s.
We have evaluated the performance of EECP-SDT by
using NS2 simulator and comparared with an existing
algorithms in terms of Average Energy consumption,
Average Residual Energy, No. of Nodes Alive and No.
of Cluster Head Elected. And further futuristic

augments of my protocol targets to diminish the energy
consumption towards computation and it will be aimed
to deal with the dynamic cyber-attacks by making
EECP-SDT as a  target defense system.
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